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Optimizing Grid Resilience: A Capacity Reserve
Market for High Impact Low Probability Events

Umar Taiwo Salman, Zongjie Wang†, Timothy M. Hansen

Abstract—This paper addresses the challenges of high-impact
low-probability (HILP) events by proposing a novel capacity
reserve event market for mobile generation assets, aimed at sup-
porting the transmission network during such incidents. Despite
the usefulness of portable generators and mobile energy units
in restoring power, there are drawbacks such as environmental
impact, finite operation, and complex cost recovery. The proposed
market integrates these resources into a dispatch framework
based on pre-established contracts, ensuring fair compensation
and considering factors like capacity, pricing, and travel distance.
Resource owners receive advanced notifications for potential
events, allowing them to adjust their bids for cost recovery.
Simulations on an IEEE 30-bus case have been conducted to
demonstrate the model effectiveness in increasing grid resiliency.

Index Terms—Event market, extreme weather, HILP events,
resilience, mobile generating resources.

NOMENCLATURE

d ∈ D Index of the duration of event
ρ ∈ Ω Index of scenario generation
r System reserve percent
PD(πD) Quantity (price) in $/MWh
t ∈ T Index of time duration for the period T
j ∈ J Index of network area
q1, q2, ... ∈ NQ Index of buses
b ∈ NB Block of storage participating in capacity offers
v ∈ NV Block of EVs participating in capacity offers
g ∈ NG Block of generators participating in capacity offers
πESR (EC,ESR) ESR price (quantity) capacity offers
πEV (EC,EV ) EVs price (quantity) capacity offers
πG (P

G
) Generator price (quantity) offered

πG,RS (P
G,RS

) Generator price (quantity) spinning reserve
offers

ψ Constant degradation capacity-dependent cost
PLoss Transmission loss
J Objective function
Γ Fraction of the quantity share of ESR (EV) energy

capacity available for discharge
ΓRS Fraction of the quantity share of ESR (EV) energy

capacity available for capacity reserve
Y G (Y G,RS) Binary variable indicating whether a generator

(reserve) offer is cleared or not ∈ [1, 0]
xESR (xEV ) Binary variable indicating whether a ESR (EV)

offer is discharging or not ∈ [1, 0]
XESR (XEV ) Binary variable indicating whether a ESR

(EV) capacity offer is cleared or not ∈ [1, 0]
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ZD Binary variable indicating whether an outage demand
exists or not ∈ [1, 0]

SoC Maximum offer quantity of the ESR (EV) in p.u.
SoC Minimum offer quantity of the ESR (EV) in p.u.
SoCC,RS Cleared capacity of ESR (EV) in MWh
SoCRS Cleared capacity of ESR (EV) in p.u.
P (P ) Maximum (Minimum) limit on generator generator

power output in MW
χ Distance traveled by generating resources in km
πχ Cost of shipping a resource from its initial location to

the deployed location $/km MWh

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a novel capacity reserve event market
tailored for mobile generating systems, e.g., electric vehicles
(EVs), addressing high impact low probability (HILP) events
to facilitate the deployment of resources upon request by
grid operators, according to pre-agreed terms. The central
strategy involves a grid-side model (GSM) that factors in
each resource’s unique attributes are compensated judiciously
for enhanced grid resilience during HILP scenarios. Resource
owners in this model are proactively notified about poten-
tial events and their associated probabilities, enabling each
resource to submit offers based on specific characteristics like
degradation, capacity, duration, and travel distance, along with
other factors essential for cost recovery. The establishment
of this event market significantly reduces outage times by
economically sourcing power from alternative resources to
replenish lost energy. Another key advantage of this market
design is its ability to prevent system fragmentation in the
downstream network, which avoids unnecessary microgrid
formations in areas not directly affected by the disaster, but
still dependent on the impacted generators. This approach
ensures a more resilient grid and facilitates a more efficient
and cost-effective energy distribution in times of crisis.

The concept of resilience, viewed from multiple perspec-
tives, is fundamentally about a system’s capacity to foresee,
adjust to changing conditions, and quickly rebound after
disturbances [1]. This is particularly relevant in the context of
physical electric delivery networks, which are often susceptible
to severe disruptions caused by natural events like hurricanes,
typhoons, or earthquakes. For instance, the extensive damage
inflicted by such events can significantly impact communities,
often requiring weeks or even months for complete repairs –
a situation exemplified by Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico,
where restoring power to all customers took nearly a year [2].
The proposed market model addresses this need for resilience
by enabling a more agile and responsive power grid, capable
of minimizing the impact of these events and facilitating a
faster return to normal operations. Through this lens, the
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study’s focus on enhancing grid resilience via a novel market
strategy becomes a vital component of the broader efforts
to strengthen the power system’s reliability and robustness
against unforeseen challenges.

Resilience research focusing on optimizing resources for
system disruptions in distribution networks and microgrids is
increasing. Techniques such as stochastic scheduling are used
to lessen uncertainty impacts on grid operations, yet achieving
resilience in power networks is challenging [3], [4]. Integrating
distributed energy resources (DERs) into microgrids is identi-
fied as a key solution for grid resilience against extreme events
[5]–[7], although this can increase scheduling costs, necessitat-
ing efficient resource management to control expenses. Recent
research has delved into innovative strategies to overcome
resilience complexities, focusing on advanced planning and
operational mechanisms to overcome these challenges. In [8],
a strategy for improving grid resilience through transmission
expansion and black start allocation using battery energy
storage systems (BESS) is proposed, aiming to reduce power
generation costs and load shedding in disasters. A BESS-based
framework is introduced in [9] for energy storage planning and
enhancing distribution grid resilience and emergency response
for HILP events. The BESS role in resilience during hurri-
canes, addressing challenges like resource scheduling, cost
recovery, and strategic network placement, is examined in [10].

Despite advancements in grid resilience via strategies like
stochastic scheduling and planning, unresolved challenges
persist in resource scheduling, cost recovery modeling, and
strategic resource placement. This underscores the need for
innovative approaches in managing HILP events. This paper
addresses timely and efficient resource scheduling challenges
via a novel HILP event market that incorporates resource-
specific characteristics and travel distances in the dispatch
process, ensuring improved benefits for both participating
resources and the grid operator. The main contributions of
this work are: (i) designing a market model for efficient use
of mobile generators in emergencies; and (ii) developing a
resiliency compensation system accounting for capacity, travel,
and resource specifics. The method is showcased on the the
IEEE 30-bus test case, highlighting the market’s ability to
enhance grid resilience and reliability with strategic resource
scheduling and dispatch in crisis situations, and reducing
outages through optimal resource management.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. The Event Market
This paper proposed an advanced GSM to improve grid

resilience against HILP events. Utilizing historical and forecast
data, system operators assess storm probabilities and activates
an event market (see Fig. 1) as needed. Resource providers
submit offers with capacities and prices to enable proactive
and strategic response to events.

The GSM is designed to strategically reserve sufficient
capacity from diverse sources prior to the forecast events
using the submitted offers to clear the market efficiently. This
approach ensures not only the rapid mobilization of resources,
but also their optimal allocation based on the network’s antici-
pated outage profile. Unique to this model is the integration of

Fig. 1. Mobile resources are activated in response to a HILP event. The
operator activates the event market, alerting participants and coordinating the
dispatch of resources to designated locations.

physical resource characteristics, ensuring that all associated
costs, including physical deployment and operational costs,
are factored into the market clearing process. This dynamic
strategy facilitates a more responsive and efficient deployment
of resources, substantially minimizing network damage and
curtailing system downtime during such events. Therefore,
the GSM contributes to a significant increase in the system’s
overall resilience. The model’s innovative approach to market
clearing and resource allocation, with a keen focus on cost-
effectiveness and operational efficiency, marks a substantial
advancement in the field, showcasing a novel way to enhance
grid resilience in the face of unpredictable and destructive
HILP events.

B. Data & Market Terms Description

Following the overview of the event market, this subsection
details the data and market terms pertinent to mobile power-
generating resources such as energy storage resources (ESRs),
EVs, and distributed generators (DGs). Critical terms and
parameters for the event market operation include:

• Outages: The grid operator estimates the total capacity
outage, denoted as PD, at an estimated price πD, typi-
cally resulting from windstorm impacts. This represents
the total energy capacity available for bidding in the event
market.

• Generator offer: Generators propose a supply quantity
P

G
at a specified price πG.

• ESR Offer: ESRs submit a fractional offer of their
capacity, ΓESR, based on EC,ESR, at a price πESR.

• EV Offer: EVs make a similar fractional offer, ΓEV , of
their capacity EC,EV , priced at πESR.

• Spinning reserve offer: DGs provide a spinning reserve
quantity P

G,RS
at price πG,RS . ESRs offer a spinning

reserve fraction ΓRS , indicating the ESR capacity portion
available for spinning reserve at price πEC,RS . Notably,
EVs do not participate in the spinning reserve market.

The decision variables include the cleared capacities for
DGs, ESRs, and EVs, as well as the cleared spinning reserve
capacities for DGs and ESRs, in addition to the associated
binary variables as defined in the nomenclature.

C. Grid-Side Modeling

The objective J of the event market, defined in (1), is to
maximize the adequacy of the scheduling resources partic-
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ipating in the event market leading to high benefit for all
participants (i.e., improved social welfare):

J = COT − CSRC − CSch − CTRN (1)
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where COT , defined in (2), is the estimated outage cost;
CSRC , defined in (3), is the spinning reserve capacity cost
for DGs and ESR; CSch, defined in (4), is the cost asso-
ciated with ESR/EV for energy supply during discharging
considering degradation influenced by depth of discharge
(DOD), discharge rate, and the overall cost of generators (i.e.,
expenses related to generator start-up, shutdown, and energy
consumption); and CTRN , defined in (5), is the cost of moving
the resources from their initial location to deployed areas.

D. Balance Constraint
This constraint ensures the total supply from generating

resources matches the estimated outage quantity, as dictated
by the DC power flow equations detailed in (6).
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E. Network spinning reserve constraint

Letting the network spinning reserve factor be r percent of
the estimated quantity of the network [11], then
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where

PG,RS
g,t ≤ P g,t − PG

g,t, ∀g ∈ NG, t ∈ T (8)

and cleared capacity reserve from an ESR/EV then becomes

Pb/v,d = SoCRS
b/v,dE

C
e/v, ∀b ∈ NB ,∀v ∈ NV ,∀d ∈ D. (9)

F. Generator Market Constraints
The constraints guarantee that the offers from resources

in terms of prices and quantities, along with the system’s
estimations, stay within their maximum limits.

PG,RS
g,j,t,ρ ≤ P̄G,RS

g,j,t,ρY
G,RS
g,j,t,ρ (10)

PD,est
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G
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G. ESRs and EVs Capacity Reserve Constraints
This constraint ensures that the capacity of the ESR/EV

cleared in the event market does not surpass their maximum
offer in the resource scheduling stage.

SoCESR,RS
b,j,d ≤ ΓESR

b,j,dX
ESR
b,j,d )SoC

ESR
(13)
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EV
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Cleared value for ESR and EV in the capacity market is
given by,
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H. ESRs and EVs Market Constraints
This constraint of the ESR ensures that the ESR is only

discharged within the minimum offered capacity.
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I. ESRs and EVs Operational Constraints
This constraint prohibits ESR/EV charging from the grid,

maintains energy balance, and prevents discharge below the
minimum state of charge (SoC) limit.

SoCb/v,j,t = SoCb/v,t−1 −
1

ηdch
Pb/v,t (19)

SoCb/v + SoCRS
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0 ≤ P dch
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dch

b/v,t (21)

∀t ∈ T, ∀b ∈ NB , ∀v ∈ NV , ∀x ∈ [1, 0]
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF ESR AND EVS.

Parameters Values Parameters Values
SoC min 0 ϕb, ϕv -2.45
SoC max 1 ηb, ηv 0.9
αa, αv -36.23 πx ($/MWh/mile) 3
βb, βv 34.8 r (%) 10
γb, γv 2.77

1) Generator Voltage Constraints: The generators’ voltage
magnitude limits are

Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax (22)

where [Vmin,Vmax] = [0.95, 1.05]. Additional constraints for
generators, including line flows, voltage angle limits, and
active and reactive power limits, are incorporated within the
optimal power flow (OPF) algorithm.

The proposed event market model currently focuses on
mobile generating resources for transmission network support
during critical periods, excluding wind and solar sources.
Future work will expand to detailed distribution level analysis
and incorporate wind and solar plants into the modeling.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Modified IEEE 30-bus Test System

The resilience strategy for event markets proposed in this
study is evaluated using the IEEE 30-bus system, with pa-
rameters sourced from MATPOWER [12]. The test system,
originally comprising 30 buses with six generator buses, is
modified to include DGs, ESRs, and EVs for event scenarios.
Specifically, DGs are installed at buses 4 and 9, ESRs at buses
6 and 21, and EVs at bus 8, with buses 4, 6, 8, 11, and 21
serving as generator buses. Generator costs are represented
using piece-wise linear functions. Table I shows the resource
parameters assumed for simulations.

The study employs two scenarios to assess the proposed
strategy, differentiated by event duration. In the first scenario,
the event commences after the 5th hour and concludes with full
system restoration by hour 12. The second scenario considers
an event ending after the 9th hour. Both scenarios operate over
a 12-hour optimization period with a 1-hour unit optimization
time. This approach enables a comprehensive evaluation of
the strategy’s effectiveness in various event durations. The
simulation conducts an OPF analysis of the network across
three distinct phases to assess the system’s behavior before,
during, and after a high-impact event. 1) Phase 1 (Pre-Event
Stage): This initial stage establishes the system’s baseline
state, providing crucial insights into its operational status
prior to any event. 2) Phase 2 (Event Period): During this
critical phase, the network undergoes stress by component
outages, and OPF is used to identify resource deployment
areas and the extent of these outages. This period allows
operators to determine outage sizes and network areas needing
reinforcement. From 1,000 initial outage scenarios, 10 are
selected through k-means clustering. An event market is then
activated based on the scenarios, leading to resource offer
submissions. Post-market clearance, resources are allocated,
and system’s response is analyzed in detail. 3) Phase 3 (Post-
Event Implementation): This final phase implements out-

comes of the event market, integrating the allocated resource
capacities into the network’s operational framework.

B. Simulation Results

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. SoC & power dispatched by each resource (a) Scenario 1 and (b)
Scenario 2, (i) ESR, (ii) EV, and (iii) DGs.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Total spinning reserve capacities by each resource (a) Scenario 1 and
(b) Scenario 2.

The outcomes of the event market are illustrated in Figs. 2–
4, covering Scenarios 1 and 2. Notably, the SoC for both ESRs
and EVs showed a swift initial decline at the event’s start,
yet these resources remained active in grid operations post-
event. The SoC levels suggest sufficient capacity availability
for future system support if needed. If, for instance, the total
SoC reaches zero before the event concludes, it indicates
a shortfall in the system support from the event resources,
impacting the network’s resilience.

The total power discharged from (i) ESRs, (ii) EVs, and
(iii) DGs during Scenarios 1 and 2 is detailed in Figs. 2(a) and
(b), revealing a proportional response from each resource type
relative to their capacities. It is observed that the output in-
creases significantly from the given of the event. The dispatch
is not entirely constant throughout the event, because other
network resources (e.g., loads, other generators) also react to
the new network conditions. Additionally, Fig. 3 illustrates the
spinning reserve capacities, highlighting the ESRs’ more active
role compared to DGs in providing this reserve. Collectively,
these results underscore a robust energy supply available to
support the network during outages, with resources capable
of contributing to the grid’s energy demands even after the
event. This indicates not only the system’s capacity to handle
immediate challenges but also its resilience in maintaining
reliable operations, thereby enhancing overall grid resilience.

Table II offers a comprehensive breakdown of the market
results, detailing various cost components for all resources in
Scenarios 1 and 2. These include average values of ESR/EV
or DG capacities, spinning reserve capacities cleared in the
market, operational costs, degradation costs, spinning reserve
costs, and transportation costs, along with the calculated social
welfare. It is worth noting that the values obtained in Scenario
1 are higher than those in Scenario 2, except for travel distance
costs. Consequently, more capacities are cleared for a longer
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event duration, leading to reduced social welfare. Addition-
ally, Fig. 4 graphically presents how these costs fluctuate
under different event conditions in both scenarios. While the
degradation costs for ESRs/EVs remain constant throughout
the operational period, the scheduling costs and reserve costs
fluctuate based on the network condition and are proportional
to the total capacities offered by each resource.

TABLE II
EVENT MARKET RESULTS FOR SCENARIOS 1 AND 2.

Quantity Values Quantity Values
Scenario 1 (2) Scenario 1 (2)

Avg. ESR
cleared (MWh) 34.83 (21.43) ESR Reserve

cost ($) 19327 (15454)

Avg. EV
cleared (MWh) 39.51 (32.8) ESR deg.

cost ($) 555 (568)

Avg. DG
cleared (MW) 45.39 (30.22) EV deg.

cost ($) 571 (779)

Avg. DG Reserve
cleared (MW) 14.81 (15.29) DG transit

cost ($) 12960 (12960)

Avg. ESR Reserve
cleared (MWh) 5.39 (4.31) ESR transit

cost ($) 28560 (28560)

DG Sched.
cost ($) 19424 (13261) EV transit

cost ($) 278 (278)

DG Reserve
cost ($) 4800 (13261) Social Welfare 65307 (61181)

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Total operation costs (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Voltage profile at the buses (a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2.

Fig. 5 displays the voltage profiles at various buses for
Scenarios 1 and 2. In Phase 2 of both scenarios, the system
experiences notable voltage fluctuations while determining
outage size and resource allocation, pushing operational limits.
However, in Phase 3, a stabilization in voltage levels is
observed, aligning more closely with nominal values. Signifi-
cantly, Scenario 1 exhibits a more distinct contrast in voltages
between Phases 2 and 3, unlike Scenario 2, which shows less
variation. This can be attributed to the difference in event
duration and outage sizes between the scenarios, resulting in
more pronounced operational changes. Despite these fluctu-
ations, both scenarios successfully maintain voltages within
the prescribed limits, underscoring the system’s capability to
adapt to varying event duration and stabilize post-event. This
adaptability is key to ensuring continued grid resilience under
varying stress conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an innovative event market model,
specifically designed to deploy mobile generating systems
efficiently in response to HILP events in the electric transmis-
sion network. Central to this approach is a GSM technique,
crucial for forecasting the generation capacity needed near
affected buses, demonstrated using the IEEE 30-bus system.
Mobile generating resources, including ESRs and EVs, ac-
tively participate by offering specified quantities and prices.
The event market’s core function is to ascertain the precise
supply capacities from each resource, vital for enhancing
grid resilience. A thorough analysis of resource performance
throughout operational phases has shown that this strategy
offers a proactive, economically viable, and efficient means to
mitigate the effects of such events on the grid. Key takeaways
from this work include its emphasis on resilience, social
welfare, and the importance of GSM in the event market.The
strategy guarantees the provision of sufficient support to
bolster the network and deliver benefits to all participants.
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